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management of vehicle salvage for major. We offer a range of repairable vehicles and quality
guaranteed re-cycled parts.. Used parts & spares for all models from one of Scotland's largest
breakers yards.SCB Vehicle Dismantlers provide salvage vehicles, spare parts and services to
the auto industry and private customers alike from. With a wide range of salvage and breaking
vehicles, we can find the part you need.. Salvage & Repairables. . of motor salvage from the
sale of repairable vehicles to recycling scrap cars.. We are one of Scotland's largest car
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salvage . Northern Salvage Automobile Auctions runs a fortnightly live auction in Addiewell ,
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recovered cars, vans its current stock of damaged repairable and stolen recovered
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breakers yards.SCB Vehicle Dismantlers provide salvage vehicles, spare parts and services to
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vehicles, we can find the part you need.. Salvage & Repairables. . of motor salvage from the
sale of repairable vehicles to recycling scrap cars.. We are one of Scotland's largest car
scrappage centres buying all types of unrecorded salvage, unrecorded motor salvage,sws, s-ws, SWS, sws salvage, autosalvage, auto salvage, non recorded motor salvage, repairable
salvage . Northern Salvage Automobile Auctions runs a fortnightly live auction in Addiewell ,
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Repairs car parts.. We supply Used and New Car & Van Parts, Repairable Salvage Cars, and
have an onsite Service & Repair .
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